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§ 1. Introduction. 
Our aim is to give an operator-theoretic generalization of the 
. theor€JI("l r ] ) . h '11 · Vltali-Hahn-SaRs; L2 , ppo158-159 o Indeed, our t eorem wl g1ve 
somewhat more information than the ordinary measure-theoretic 
version, as it gives the limit functional as a pointwise limit on all 
pf 0!, where 0{ 1s the von Neumann algebra relative which we 
formulate the theor~m. 
Consider first the following more general situation: 
Let E be a Banach~spaca, and E* its dual. Let K be a 
w*-closed convex subset of the unit ball B1* of E*. Then K is 
~*-compact, and it is the w*-ciosed span of its set of extreme 
points C>eK (Krein-Milman theorem). S1Jppose that E* is the norm-
closed linear span of Ko Now, let { xn}n -:.~· N be a sequence in E 
which converges pointwise on d eK' i oe. for every fEd eK 
/'-.. lim~(x ) exists as a finite number and thus defines a function x 
n..,..oa n 
on aeKo We may now ask: Will 
all of E* ? And will x be 
functional for an element x 
* all fEE o 
{ xn} converge on all of K br on 
extendable to a representing 
in E such that y(x) = lim ~(xn) 
n~ ... oa 
for 
A partial answer to this question is provided by the theorem 
of Rainwater ([6], p.999) which states that if K = B1*, and under 
the additional requirements that 
pointwise on a K to an element 
' e 
f -~xnJ is bounded and converges 
then lim ~(x ) = r(x) 
no.;,....-..)C>! n 
x which is assumed to be in E, 
* for all CfE E • 
Easily available counterexamples show that this is the best 
that can be hoped for in this general setting. For instance, take 
E = c[0,1], and let {xnJ be any sequence of continuous functions in 
E converging pointwise on [0,1] to a discontinuous function. Since 
[0,1] can be identified with the extreme points of the unit ball in 
E* this shows that the assumption that the limit shall be an element 
of E can not be dropped. Likewise, the assumption that {xnJ shall 
be bounded is necessary: Let 1x 1 converge pointwise to 0 on Io,1] 1 L n.) 
in such a way that Jr· x (s)ds' · = 1 for all n = 1,2,... This 
. 0 n 
integral is an element of E* (in fact, with norm 1), so {xn} 
will not converge weakly. 
Nevertheless, in the proper setting for von Neumann algebras 
tne problem will have a positive solution, without the assumptions 
\ 
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occuring in the Rainwater theorem. 
In what follows, A , B will denote von Neumann algebras. 
A*' B* will denote their pre-duals, A*, B* their norm-duals 
respectively. P will denote the set of projections in a von 
Neumann algebra A_ o A+, AH and A 1 will denote the positive 
elements, the hermitian elements and the elements of norm less than 
or equal to one in A , respectively. A 1H is defined as A 1 tl A H, 
and A 1 + as A 1 n A+ G We say that a linear functional on A is 
normal if it is continuous on A 1 when the latter is equipped with 
the weak operator topologya A linear functional on A is normal if 
and only if it can be represented as an element of A a lf1], ch.I, 
* '· § 3' Th. 1 ' p 0 40) D 
In the general context outlined 
+ 
above, we now take E = A., 
~ 
A • For K we choose A 1 , and note that oeK is. equal to 
a result which is due to Kadison [7]. In this setting our version o 
the Vitali-Hahn-Saks-theorem is the precise solution of the problem. 
The reader will also observe that the measure-theoretic version of 
this theorem can be interpreted in exactly the same way. Indeed, it 
just_ a special case of our theorem. 
We wish to thank profo Ro Kadison for calling our attention 
to the fact that each commutative von Neumann algebra is identifiab] 
with a measure-theoretic picture ([8], Part II, Thm.5, p. 32, and 
Part I, Thmo 1, p. 5). This made considerable simplifications of thE 
proofs possibleo 
§ 2. A Principle of Uniform Boundedness. 
If B is a commutative von Neumann algebra, then there exis 
a locally compact space s and a positive measure r on s with 
support S such that the spaces B and L ~ (S,,u..) are linearly 
.:><::> J 
metric. Here L~ (S,f) denotes the space of all complex valued, 
essentially bounded functions on s, where two functions are 
identified when they are equal almost everywhere. Moreover there i~ 
1 
an isometric isomorphism of the pre-dual B* of B onto L~ (S~ 
the integrabel functions on S (identified as for L 00 ). If 'f it 
normal functional on B (i.e. an element of B*) and cp is 
corresponding function in L 1 (S ,u..) then we shall have 
<C '; ' 
the 
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l'J(A) = Jci)(s)A(s)dy,(s); s c: s 
s 
for every A e B, when A' is the function in L; (S 7f) 
9orresponding to Ao (l~1l, cho I, § 7, ppo 112-120, [B], part II, 
thmo 5, P• 32 7 part I , Thm. 1,-po 5)o 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator in a von Neumann algebra~A 
~nd let B be the commutative von Neumann sub-algebra of A it 
generates. Suppose now that F is a family of normal linear 
functionals on A which is pointwise bounded on the projections in 
A • A fortiori F is then pointwise bounded on the projections in 
Bo 
By the representation of B as L ~ (s, t~~) for some S and 
"- I F-'' this transfers to the stat0ment that for each measurable set 
8 s; S there is a constant K (E) < ex::.; such that 
(2.2) j Jc-p ( s ) ~,M.( s )j < K{ 2) ; s c s 
E 
~ 1 . 
:for all ~) E L <r:: (s, correspond2ng to members of F. Then it 
follows, by a theorem of Nikodym ([2], ch. IV, 9o8 po 309) that we 
<;:an find a constant K < oo such that 
1 J f t s) d r( s) I < K; 
E I . 
S E S 
for all measurable sets E in S and the same class of functions 
t~~· By standard measure theory it immediately follows that the L1-
llOrms of the elements of { ~.} must be uniformly bounded. Hence, by 
/'-.. 
the isometric character of the map cp ·""-·--::. c_p we obtain in particular 
tpat the set {'f (A) : q; E:: F} is bounded. But then, by the Banach-
Steinhaus theorem and the fact that every operator in A can be 
W{itten as the linear sum of two self-adjoint operators, is follows 
that F is uniformly bounded on bounded sets in A • Therefore we 
have proved: 
Jheorem 1. 
If F is a family of normal functionals on a von Neumann 
alg'ebra 
theo F 
A, which is pointwise bounded on the projections in 
is uniformly bounded on bounded sets of A • 
A ' 
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§ 3. The Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorem .. 
Let A be a 
functional on A • 
(' ~ 
f ami 1 y 't P j" .J 0 12 t' 
have 
(3 0 1 ) 
von Neumann algebra and let r~ be a linear 
We say that ~ is completely additive if for 
of mu~lly orthogonal projections in A , we 
= 
Now, Dixmier has proved that if ~ is posi~ive, then 
complete additivity is equivalent to normality ([1], p.65 exc. 9). 
More generally, Sakai ([4], footnote p. 440) observed that this 
equivalence still holds when yo is bounded. In particular, for ~ 
bounded, the condition {3.1) is equivalent to the requirement that 
if {Per} 0 E r is any downward directed, monotone net of commuting 
projections in A such that gl. b.{ Pt} (E r' = o, then it shall 
follow that cp (P ) -> 0; J E (l .. Therefore~ and in analogy with the corresponding concept for 
measures, we say that a family F of bounded linear functionals on 
A is uniformly completely additive on A if for any £. > 0 we can 
find an index v 0 E I' such that if )/ ::::- y; , then \ co(P¥) l <:. E, 
. 0 (] ~0 l u 
for all cp E F.. Here { P d' } ye. I' is commutative and descending to 
zero as above .. 
We now state our version of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem. 
Theorem 2 .. 
Let { fn}n e N be a sequence of normal linear functionals or 
A , and suppose that for every projection Pe A, lim fn {P) exi~ 
n '"'> 1)0 
as a finite complex number, which we denote by ~(P). Then: 
(i) <f has a unique extension to all of A as an element o: 
A*, and lim <fn (A) exists and is equal to cp (A) for every 
A·~ .Il o 
(ii) ~is completely additive, and consequently normal. 
(iii) The restrictions {fnl P 0 ~n !EN is equicontinuous in 
0 with respect to the relativized weak operator topology on any 
commutative von Neumann sub-algebra B C·A • 
(iv) The family {~n]n e N is uniformly completely additive 
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( 1 Proof: The family ~,_.,r, 1 t"(nJn E N is obviously pointwise bounded on the 
projections in A ~ so that we by Theorem 1 can conclude that it is 
uniformly bounded on bounded sets in A o By spectral-theory {~' 1 
_ 1 n J 
d t . . H d th b "f b d d converges on a norm- ense se 1n ~~. , an us y un1 arm oun e ne~. 
on all of A H, and hence on all of Ao We then put ~(A) = 
lim (f n (A); A E A 7 and f') becomes linear, bounded and is the only 
n-?-no 
possible extension of the original ~ defined on the projections wit 
these propertieso This completes the proof of (i). Next, let B be 
.:>0 
any commutative von Neumann sub-algebra of '·A , and let L cc (S,,_f·) 
be a function-algebra corresponding to it as in § 
n = 1,2,ooo' let Vn be the measure defined by 
2. For every 
......... 
when fn 
and E 
by 
= r(£; (s)dk.(s). 
. ../ I n / J s E S 
E 
is the function in L 1<1:' (s,;) 
is any u-measurable set in So 
/ 
CX:.."'.> 
which corresponds to cfn' 
Then define the measure v 
y =),'~· 
n=1 2 1 +I :...~I t s) 
Here I )..)n J denotes the total variation of the measure );'n. Then )..... 
is absolutely continuous with respect to ~L and therefore determine 
1 d).) 
a function 1__ e L C (S,,ft); 1 = d u.. • Now, let E be any it-
measurable set, and let PE be the projection in B which 
corresponds to X~, the characteristic function of the set E. The 
...... 
lim Vn (E) = lim r·Cfn (s) • XE (s)dM..(s) = lim Cf'n (PE) 
n -? ·?C> n -"7~ · 1 n -> ·"?= s . 
exists as a finite complex numbero Moreover, each ~ is absolutely 
n 
continuous with respect to ~, so by the measure-theoretic Vitali-
Hahn-Saks theorem we know that for any given E ~ 0 there is a 
6 > 0 such that for all }c-measurable sets E satisfying 
v(E)<. S we shall have ~n(E) , n = 1,2,ooo ([2l, cho III, 7.~ 
po 158)o But since v corresponds to the L1-function L , this i~ 
by the relation (2 o 1 ) exactly the s arne assaying that { cp n} is 
equicontinuous on P il B in 0 with respect to the u(B, B ) -
* topology. Now this topology will coalesce with the weak operator-
topology, relativized from A to P n B ([1 J, ch. I, § 3.3, P• 36) 
Hence (iii) is provedo 
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(iv) follows immediately from (iii), since we need only 
consider the commutative von Neumann algebra generated by the 
·\Pt S,yE 1, in question, and note that Py->0 with respect 
weak operator-topology. (ii) now follows at once from (iv) and 
remarks preceding the theorema 
family 
to the 
the 
q.e.d .. 
We do not know whether the family .~ cp -J E. N actually is L . n n 
weakly equicontinuous on P in 0 lcafo (iii) in the theorem above). 
However, the family S~ ~ will be equicontinuous with respect to 
c n .. 
the Mackey-topology 'l" ( -'-\. , A*), on all of A o This can be seen as 
follows: A* is a Banach-space with dual· A, and therefore the 
CT ( A*, A) -closed, convex, circled extension of the sequence ·\ cf n 1 
(which is relatively C( A*' A) -compact) must be u( A*, A)-
compact ([3], 17o12 P• 159)o 
The Mackey-topology T." ( j_, ·A*) for A is given as the 
topology of uniform convergence on the class of convex, circled, 
CT( A ,. J.\. ) -compact subsets of A""' so in particular -(con -t must be 
* ~ . 1 J 
equicontinuous on A with respect to this topologyo 
An affirmative answer to the question above will therefore be 
obtained if we can prove that the restrictions to P of the Mackey-
topology r·c( A, -'-~--) and the weak operator topology respectively, 
1': 
determine equivalent neighbourhood systems around 0 • This is true 
when A is commutative, and due to a recent result of Sakai, we are 
also able to state it for von Neumann algebras of finite type. 
Theorem 3o 
Let A be a von Neumann algebra of finite type, and let the 
sequence { <f'n]n E N be as in the premises of Theorem 2o Then 
1") ern J A 1 + l n G N is equicontinuous in 0 with respect to the weak 
.. •• I l 
operator-topologyo In particular ~~. )Pt is equicontinuous in 0 . 
tiD JnEN 
Proof: In any von Neumann algebra, finite or not, we have for Ae A , 
A positive : f l\. 2 ) ~ f' (A ) o !I A !) ; Cf· ~ 0 , f E: l\ o The s -top o 1 o g y for 
a von Neumann algebra A1 is determined ?Y the family of semi-norms: 
{f<f(A) = [Cf' (A*A~f :fE- .:': .. *' f ~ o}, AE A o Now, Sakai [5], 
has proved that for von Neumann algebras of finite type, the 
T(A, A*)-topology will be equivalent to the s-topology on bounded 
sets of A o Then, since the weak operator topology and w"-topology 
for A (as the dual of A ) also coalesce, it follows by the 
* considerations preceding the theorem and the inequality starting the 
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proof, that the theorem is trueo 
l l 1 ' ~ 
[2] 
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